Technical IJnivel-sit). o f Istanbul Elect rica I -Elect ronics Depa rtmeri t 8 0 h 2 6 , Maslak, Istanbul, 'l'urkey Abstract-In this paper a new approach to the design of stable broadband amplifier is shown. A new hybrid optimization algorithm based on Controlled Random Search (CRS) procedure for glnbal optimization and Adaptive Complex "Acomplex" has been applied has been applied to the design of the broad-band microwave amplifier. Design method takes gain f!a:ncs;, IOW noise factor, amplifier stability, loss factor associated with each reactive element and matching circuit realizability into account simultaneously.
IOW noise factor, amplifier stability, loss factor associated with each reactive element and matching circuit realizability into account simultaneously.
I m I m
The main objective of a circuit design is to determine the parameters of the circuit so that i t will provide the performance specified by the designer. The optimization problem in a design procedure is defined as the problem o f finding the miriimum ( i t a given objective (unction depending on many interrelated parameters . Gradient met hods have been successfully applied to optimization problems fnr some time. The direct application of such methods can be computational ly intensive and the issue of convergence must be adressed. A typical optimizatirrn proccss utilizes an iterative improvement strategy. First. a n initial set of estimated parameters is generated a s the starting point of a search process; small variations are then made to these parameters at each step to generate a new set of parameters, which is evaluated according to the objective function to be minimized. In order to guarantee the convergcnce of an optimization process, traditional algorithms are greedy and accept only those changes that can imprcve the cost of the objective function. One inherent drawback of this type of search is that it can be easily trapped into the local minima of an Step 1 : Set parameter n and k. and worst point, x n , (with largest function value fH) in A.
(omitting the worst). Compute the next trial point P = 2 G R n + i .
Step 6: I f P within V antl satisfies other constraints, then evaluate f P and go to Step 7;else, return to
Step 5 .
and go to Step 10.
Step 3 : Compute centroid, X C , of k-1 points,
Step 4: Move the inferior point x n , to
Step 5 : Choose rnridom1.v n distinct points
Step 7: I f fP<fn then replace xn by P in A
Step 8: Move Xnmu half the distance to X C .
Step 9: I f is no longer the inferior pint. than replace xn by x m~ in A and gotn Step 10; else ,return to Step 5. then stop. Else, return to Step 2.
Step 1O:If the stop criterion is satisfied, The adaptive scheme for the reflection factnr n (typically in the interval [ 0 . 5 , 2 1 ) was used. As the method proceeds the number of function evaluations required per 'iteration (fe/it) is computed at each step and exponantial smoothing is applied. An iteration is defined as the calculations required to compute a new point that is not inferior. A larger value for fe/it (greater than about 1 . 5 ) indicates that the method is overshooting a s i t seeks an improved point. This is due t o a n n value that is to large. On the other hand, if fe/it is small (in the neighborhood of one), the method is not aggressive enough in exploring new regions of the search space and this is caused by an a value which is too small. This method was operated with moderate value for k ( k = 6 ( n t l ) ) .
When the convergence is such that fH/fL<1.001 the algorithm stops. This criterion is arbitrary and can be modified by the user.
The transducer power gain function of a lumped lossy matching network must contain the lossy element which accmpanies each lossy reactance of the matching network. As shown in Fig 1, the simplified model of a lumped inductor is considered as an ideal inductor in series with a resistor r, which is then specified in terms of the quality factor QL defined as Fig.1 . Simplified equivalent circuit for lumped reactive elements.
where L is the value of the ideal lossless inductor and WO is the frequency at which the QL is defined. The impedance of the lossy inductor is then given by 
Then the transducer power gain, GI, of the amplifier (Fig.2.) can be written as follows [31. Ys and YL are unknown functions to be found such that the transducer gain, Gr(i), evaluated at a passband sample frequency wi, approaches a desired gain Go(i) in the sense that the sum of squared errors, E, defined in the following equation is minimized:
%here m is the number of sample frequencies selected. Physical realizability for Ys and YL requires that, for all frequencies,
And to maintain amplifier stability when a potentially unstable transistor is employed, the following inequalities must hold 
( i . + c o s e )
where it has been assumed that 
Fig.3b. Tbr design of T section.
D&FIQs " E A design procedure based on the principle described and the formulas above is as follows.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Select passband reference frequencies ws, i=1,2 ,..., m.
Prescribe the passband reference transducer power gain GD(il. Obtain transistor y parareters.
Obtain an initial guess for optimization designing U-or T-sections input and output matching networks incorporating the loss factor associated with each reactive element.
Step 3. Using new hybrid nethod minimize the objective function E defined by ( 9 ) under the stability and physical rea i i zabi I i ty " i t ra In t s and obtain element values.
IEslQJ EXAIPLB
In this section. an 6-16 GHz stable broad-band amplifier design example is presented. trtinsistOr y paraaeters are calculated from the S parameters given in Table I was reported that the minimum stability factor was 7.9 found at 16 GHz. The transducer power gain and the minimum stability factor obtained in the example by this method are 7.105q0.175 dJ3 and 9.67 respectively. 
